
Joe Pintauro ‘s 

Reindeer Soup 
Julie's mother died two years ago in a car accident. When her father loses his job at an automobile 

factory in Detroit, he takes the children to the northernmost region of Canada. Pop hopes to find a 

better life for his family and a new job. When winter comes, and Pop still doesn't have a job, the money 

runs out and food is scarce. The family is barely surviving on a large pot of soup, made from occasional 

animals Pop kills on the road. Julie is a devoted vegetarian, refusing to eat any meat. She is so hungry 

she often loses grip on reality. Furious that her father has caused this current situation, and still refusing 

his constant urging to eat the soup, Julie argues for her belief.   

 

Julie   

(Hands over her ears.) I wasn't meant for this world. I'm wasting away, worrying abut the elephants 

getting shot by poachers so some narcissistic bimbo could wear an ivory bracelet. I go to sleep each 

night wondering: how does that poor elephant feel? She's got her trunk up in the trees grabbing fruit for 

her baby and BAMMM! Mother is hit. Mother is dizzy. Run, my darling child. Mother is falling to her 

knees. Oh the pain. I'm bleeding to death. Goodbye tree, goodbye clouds, BOOOOOM! I've fallen in a 

heap. My eyes are glaring - my trunk is swinging wildly. Oh no.  They're coming closer. They're going to 

shoot again. The gun is touching my skull. BAMMMMM! In the brain. Goodbye light! The last thing I see 

is the giraffes running. The eagles soar up and away. They look down and see the cities covered in 

pollution... where will we go? The condors too. They swear to the god of a1l flying creatures they will 

never lay their eggs ajar. And how many people eat chickens each day? Twenty million? A hundred 

million? All those chickens murdered each day. All that blood all over the world. I think I'm going to 

faint. And now you tell me that string beans and broccoli feel it too. I just won't stand for it another 

minute. I'd rather---I'd rather...   

 


